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THE TITLE of this talk may sound a littl e strange ,

or perhaps even alarming. Is there any relation between education,
personality, and electrical stimulation of the brain ? Is it conceivable
that behavior or the psyche can be relate d to electronics?

Before answering these questions, we should ask one more: what is
the main difference between pr imitive tribesmen still living in the
jungle and civilized human beings of the type so well represented by
this audience? T he essential difference is not t he anatomical str ucture
of our brains, but the number and quality of the bits of information
which have accumulated in each person through his education, and
which form the basis of his individual personality and mental func-

tions.
Education develops the necessary skills for learning, guides behav-

ioral reactions, provides moral values, and transmits the wealth of
technical and abstract knowledge accumulated through history. The
role of education in establishing the foundations of our personalities
has been well substantiated in the past. According to recent ideas,
pedagogic technology may be considered a form of sensory stimula
tion of students, in whom the symbolic meaning of the received audi
tory and visual information is transformed into coded electrical sig
nals that circulate through the central nervous system, provoking im
pacts on the functioning structures of the brain. The novelty of this
concept is that we now may analyze experimentally part of what hap
pens inside the brain when the bits of information are received by the

subject.
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U, to think about indu stry, poli tics, outer space, atoms, and even about
ourselves,

Until recently, this was probably logical because the industri al rev
olution offered fr uitful research areas , and there have been spectac
ular achievements in the development of machinery and in increasing
control over natural forces . In contrast, the study of the psyche has
lacked experime ntal methodology, and has been highly th eoreti cal
and speculative. T his would account for th e tremendous gap between
the indu strial and the mental revolutions, and our present dange rous
situation in which man is far more powerful with out being wiser . We
arc reaching for the moon when we still cannot reach our inner self.
We could ask : Are we happi er th an was Man one or two millenniums
ago ? Do our children behave better than their ancestors? H ave wars
disappeared from the earth? H ave we diminished human worries,
anxieties, and hates, or have we instead increased our consumption of
tranquilizers?

Fortunately, th e situation is changing . In America and abroad, ad
vances in cerebral surgery, in neurophysiology, and in psycho-pharma
cology have demonstrated th at a variety of mental functions may be
influenced by the knife, by electrical stimulations, and by drugs, an d a
new era has arrived in the understanding of th e fu nctions of the
mind . W e must hope that in th e future more of th e best brains will
become interested in investigating the trem endously complex mental
fu nctions of man. Perhaps, then, personal and international rel ations
may be based on positive va lues, rather th an on coercion and deter
rent fears of atomic annihilation. T his does not mean th at human re
lations will be molded by electricity or chemistry ; it means only that
a better knowledge of the intimate substratum of our personality will
allo w programming of more rational and efficient education. The
huma n brain, like atomic energy, has a great potential power which
could be terri fyingl y destructive, but it may also be the source of en
ergy which will prop el mankind to unforeseen horizons.

T o give some idea of the new orientations in the investigati ons of
cerebral functions which are being developed at different centers
around th e worl d , 1 shall present some experimental evidence ob
tained in my laboratory at the Yale Medical School. T hese studies are
conducted mainly on monkeys, Macacus rhesus, wh ich are close to the
top of the animal scale in bra in development. The experimental
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monkeys carry small sockets on their heads with 12-30 leads which
have been inserted into different areas in the depth of the brain.
These intracerebral electrodes are so fine that they cause no functional
deficit, and as brain tissue is insensitive, the presence of electrodes is
not felt. Because these implantations arc for life, the monkeys arc al
ways ready to receive electrical stimulations or to send out signals of
the spontaneous electrical activity of their active brains (sec Figure
1) _If, in addition, we attach a small radio-receiver to the animal on a
belt, the monkey's brain may be excited by remote control, yards or
miles away (sec Figure 2).

At this moment, I would like to dispel any incipient uneasiness on
the part of the audience, who may wonder if we could he surrounded
by radio waves which secretly direct our thoughts and desires. I do
not believe that a robot-like control of human beings is possible, be
cause our personality depends on the functioning of millions of nerve
cells with a multi-complex spatio-temporal integration of so many fac
tors that its duplication by cerebral manipulation is not feasible.

After these words of caution and comfort, let us consider some of
the specific functions which have been influenced by electrical stimula
tion of the brain ( ESB) . The initial discoveries came in the last cen
tury, when it was demonstrated that movements could be elicited by
electrical stimulation of the cerebral cortex. At that time, experimen
tal methods were very primitive, and the results were elemental. The
evoked motor effects were clumsy, purposeless, and abnormal. Mod
ern stimulation techniques now permit a refined control of activities:
the eyes, mouth, tongue, or any other area may be induced to move in
a special way, and the whole body may be directed to turn , walk, lie
down, or rise up at the command of appropriate electrical impulses
(see Figure 3) . The spontaneous and the evoked movements may be
combined, and this interplay suggests that similar mechanisms are ac
tivated in each instance. In some cases, the artificially induced move
ment seemed to be voluntarily directed to some useful purpose. For
example, when licking appeared during stimulation of a cortical area,
the animal started licking the floor and then began to lick itself,
cleaning its fur until cessation of ESE. Many of these movements
seemed completely normal and could not be differentiated from the
usual spontaneous activities. Often the animals looked like electronic
toys with predictable motor reactions, flexing their limbs, yawning,
circling, or climbing according to the cerebral point selected for stim-
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ulation. These experiments were not uncomfortable for the animals;
they seemed to enjoy their period of forced mobility and would come
to the experimental stage where they were repeatedly stimulated on
different days without any signs of fear or anxiety. Excitation of the
motor cortex produced, in general, relatively simple motility, while
more elaborated responses appeared when other areas were in
vestigated .

Stimulation of the thalamus (l ocated approximately in the center
of the brain) produced a complex sequence of movements. T he
monkey walked to one side of the cage, came back to the other side,
climbed to the back corner, and then descended to the floor. This
complete pattern could be evoked as many times as the animal was
stimulated ( in some experiments, 60 times in one hour), with well
organized movements. The animal would change his walking path if
another monkey were in the way, would avoid the proximity of the
aggressive boss of the colony, and would stop and ru n away if a
human observer threatened the group. This evoked activity was not
the blind contraction of a group of muscles, but the flexible perform
ance of a series of acts which could be modified accordingto changing
circumstances. T he effect was as if the ESB were influencing the cere
bral mechanisms which usually direct the voluntary activities of the
monkey. The idea of a possible "electrical stimulation of the will" is
an intriguing working theory which is being investigated at the pres
ent time.

One of the most spectacular effects induced by ESB has been the
arousal of social aggressiveness. In a colony of rhesus monkeys, the
social hierarchy is usually clear. One of the animals establishes him
self as the boss of the group and is highly respected by the others.
T he boss usually occupies more than half of the living quarters, while
the rest of the colony crowds to one side. H e is the first to eat when
food is provided, he will select any female he wishes, and he will
punish insubordination by immediately threatening and chasing the
I ",,"sgressor. Life, however, is usually peaceful in this dictatorial soci
(' Iy because each member knows his status and does not try to change
it. I II these colonies, ESB has been able to alter the simian peaceful
' " xistcnce, In one of our experiments, as soon as a specific point of
th boss's brain was radio-stimulated (nucleus postero-ventralis) , the
111 ;' 11 ,,1 interrupted his peaceful activities of grooming and picking and

II r1',,1 guard duty, adopted a threatening posture on all fours, and
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showed his teeth; there was piloerection, his tail became rigid , and he
launched well-directed attacks against the rest of the group, especially
against the other male, who was his main compet itor and enemy. He
would not attack th e nice little female, who was his favorite " monkey
friend." T hese attacks were repeated whenever the same point was
stimulated, and they subsided a few seconds afte r cessation of stimula
tion. The opposite results have also been obtained by excitation of in
hibitory areas of the brain, located in the caudate-septa l region, just
behind the frontal lobes. Rad io stimulation of this region produced a
subtle change in the expression of the boss monkey, which human ob
servers would not have been able to evaluate, but which was appar
ently very not iceable and significant to the oth er monkeys, who shed
their inhibitions and their fear and respect for the boss and ap
pr oached him and walked freely around him while he was under

stimulation.
If the investigato rs were able to diminish the aggressiveness and

dominance of the authoritarian chief, could the subordinate monkeys
learn to do it themselves , if adequate means were provided ? T o test
this possibility, a radio transmitter was connected to a lever placed in
side the colony cage. When the lever was pressed, a transmitter was
activated which radio stimu lated the inhibitory area of th e boss, ar
resting his aggressive behavior. After several day s, th e monkey who
was most ofte n harassed by the chief had learned to press the magic
lever which controlled the boss's hostility (see F igure 4) , proving
that a monkey may be educated to direct the behavior of a powerful

dictator by using artificial instrumenta l means,
A wide variety of effects have been evoked by ESB, including

changes in food intake, in respiration, in heart rate, in hormonal re
lease, and other behavioral manifestations such as rage , fear, and
pleasure. Some of these effects seemed to have all th e characteristics
of true emotions because they could be used to establish conditioned
rl' sp () Il ~CS, to motivate trial and error learning, and to induce the per

l II I 11\:1 nrc of instrumental responses.
1\ Il Ill<' ,. experimental results certainly demonstrated that ESB

II I I \' II dlll" II' ,. '" 111 cnntrol many behavioral manifestations, T hese ex
I II Il l tH III II 1\ '1 In'('11 made on monkeys, it is true, but much of the re

II It I III ~ I d 11\11 1111 the hraius of animals, especially in monkeys,
' '' ' I ' 1'1'11• .1 I II 111 11 11 .11 \ beings. It is also true that animal studies
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illn 'tj !,\c!'I, IHlt their vnluc is eve n grcatcr because thcy reprcscnt the
proof that behavior and mental functions can be influenced by physi
cal means and, therefore, bring the study of the mind to the domain
of experimental sciences. This approach, however, does not prejudge
the possible existence of other aspects of mental functions related to
psychological, spiritual, or even religious conceptions of man. To the
contrary, it recognizes that in the same way that light is simultaneous
ly corpuscle and wave, and atoms are both matter and energy, mental
functions may also have multidimensional characteristics which will
not be revealed by a single type of methodology and may require
different physical and intellectual tools to be understood. The mind
of the scientist must be kept open to possible philosophical interpreta
tions while he continues his investigations.

Motor performance, emotions, and ideas are related to electrical
flashes of the cerebral neurons which we can now detect, measure, and
analyze. Science has very recently developed new and powerful tools
for the investigation of the conscious brain, and these tools are wait
ing for the many brains of new students who will use them to full ad
vantage. We are in a precarious race between the acquisition of many
megatons of destructive power and the development of intelligent
human beings who will make intelligent use of the formidable forces
at our disposal. The brain scientists may help the educators, but they
need the educators' help.

I would like to close by asking your cooperation in spreading the
message to your students that the mind is no longer considered an ob
scure metaphysical entity, but a concrete experimental reality with
functions which may be evoked, inhibited, recorded, and analyzed.
We need more students and more effort in mental research because
these investigations may clarify the basis of human behavior and will
probably bring more happiness to human beings than the advances in
the physical sciences. Indeed, knowledge of the human mind may be
decisive for our pursuit of happiness and for the very existence of
mankind.
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